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U.S. Court of Appeals Puts Union Employees 
Between a Rock and a Hard Place   

  
  
By 
Nancy A. Noall 

       
          A recent decision by the United States Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit has put 
unionized employees in the difficult position of deciding whether, on the one hand, to disobey 
their employer's rules and risk termination or, on the other hand, to follow their employer's 
rules and face the possibility of significant fines from their union.  On April 5, 2011, the D.C. 
Circuit issued its decision in International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 513 v. NLRB.  In the 
Local 513 case, the Court held that the National Labor Relations Board (the "NLRB" or the 
"Board") could not prevent a union from disciplining a union member who complied with an 
employer's work rules by reporting violations of safety rules.  In reaching its decision, the D.C. 
Circuit refused to enforce an NLRB policy that has been followed for over 30 years and which 
had been approved by at least one other U.S. Court of Appeals (the Ninth Circuit). 

  
Background Facts Leading to the Union Fine 

   
           Two construction companies formed a joint venture, Ozark Constructors, LLC, to 
build a hydroelectric facility in southeast Missouri.  Local 513 of the International Union of 
Operating Engineers represented Ozark's operating engineers who were covered by two 
collective bargaining agreements - a National Maintenance Agreement and a separate 
agreement dealing with wages and benefits.  Ozark's safety rules were incorporated into the 
National Maintenance Agreement.  Those safety rules specifically obligated any employee to 
report to a supervisor any safety violations he or she observed.  Violation of those safety rules, 
including failure to report a safety violation, subjected employees to discipline, up to and 
including discharge. 
  

An employee hired by Ozark because of his experience working on some of the 
specialized equipment required for the project noticed one morning that a piece of machinery 
was not properly deployed which was a safety violation.  As mandated by the National 
Maintenance Agreement, this employee, Mark Overton, reported the safety violation and 
thereafter investigated to determine who was responsible.  His investigation disclosed that 
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another employee, also a Local 513 member, was responsible for the safety violation.  
The member was suspended for three days for his rule violation. 

  
The union business agent then filed charges against Overton for gross disloyalty and 

conduct unbecoming a union member.  The union fined Overton $2,500.  Overton, in turn, 
filed unfair labor practice charges with the NLRB.   

  
The NLRB Applies Its Long‐Existing Policy  

Preventing Unions From Fining Employees Who Follow The Employer's Rules  
  

            The NLRB's General Counsel issued a complaint alleging that the union, by fining 
Overton for following his employer's safety rules, violated Section 8(b)(1)(A) of the National 
Labor Relations Act (the "Act" or the "NLRA").  That section of the NLRA prohibits a union 
from "restraining or coercing an employee in the exercise of his section 7 rights, with the 
proviso that a union may continue to prescribe its own rules with respect to the acquisition or 
retention of membership."  Section 7 of the Act protects an employee's right to "engage in 
concerted activities" or to "refrain from engaging in such activities." 

  
After a hearing before an administrative law judge, who recommended finding a 

violation, the Board agreed that the union violated Section 8(b)(1)(A) by fining Overton.  In 
reaching its decision, the Board relied on its longtime precedent, finding a violation of the Act 
whenever a union disciplines an employee for complying with an employer's safety rules, 
regardless of whether the employee acted in concert with other employees or in opposition to 
other employees acting in concert.  Since 1977, the Board had repeatedly held that when a 
union's disciplinary action affects an employee's employment relationship, then the union's 
disciplinary action per se violates the Act.   

  
Court of Appeals Refuses to Enforce Board Decision   

  
In asking the D.C. Circuit to overturn the NLRB decision, Local 513 argued that the 

NLRB could not find it to be in violation of Section 8(b)(1)(A) of the Act absent a finding of 
concerted activity within the meaning of Section 7 of the Act.  The Union argued that since 
the NLRB relied on its rule that a union fine like the one imposed on Overton is a per se 
violation of the Act, there was no underlying finding of protected concerted activity.   

  
The D.C. Circuit agreed with Local 513 and rejected the NLRB's per se rule, holding 

that the NLRB read too much into two Supreme Court cases which had held that a union 
cannot enforce its internal rules in ways that affect a member's employment status.  The D.C. 
Circuit said that both of the Supreme Court cases upon which the NLRB relied, first found 
that the employees in those cases had engaged in concerted activity before they determined that 
the union violated the Act by enforcing its internal rules.   

  
The D.C. Circuit judges who issued the Local 513 decision went to great pains to point 

out that the NLRB, despite having the opportunity to do so, made absolutely no effort to 
explain how Overton's actions in complying with the National Maintenance Agreement's 
requirement to report safety violations could constitute concerted protected activity.  Instead, 
the NLRB stubbornly maintained its position that its per se rule was valid and sufficient in itself 
to support a violation of Section 8(b)(1)(A) of the Act.  The Court suggested that the NLRB 
might have argued that the Supreme Court's decision in NLRB v. City Disposal Systems, Inc. 
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supported the Board's order protecting Overton because:   
  
Even though no other employee joined with his protest, the Board and 
Supreme Court concluded that an employee who relies on a collective 
bargaining agreement right - explicitly or implicitly - is engaging in concerted 
activity because the agreement itself is a product of concerted activity, i.e., 
collective bargaining.   
  
But the NLRB refused to take the opportunity to argue that City Disposal formed an 

alternate ground for enforcing its order.  Hence, said the Court,  
  
Under those circumstances, it would be improper for us to remand to the 
Board to consider an alternative ground that it has explicitly declined to do. 
  
The Board's hubris left Mark Overton twisting in the wind with a $2,500 fine around 

his neck. 
  

Analysis and Recommendation 
  
If other Courts of Appeals adopt the D.C. Circuit position, this obviously could have a 

chilling effect on unionized employees' willingness to comply with their employer's work rules 
if doing so could lead to union fines.  This is particularly difficult for construction workers 
who rely upon union hiring halls for referrals to construction jobs.  While employees like Mark 
Overton may have other legal remedies against unions who fine them for following an 
employer's rules, these remedies all require the employee to seek separate legal representation 
at his own cost rather than having the protection of a government agency like the NLRB.  
Clearly, an employee like Overton is likely to overlook safety violations in the future if 
complying with the employer's reporting requirements will put him in the crosshairs of a union 
disciplinary action.   

  
Employers may be well advised to add provisions to their collective bargaining 

agreements that not only require employees to comply with the employer's safety rules, but 
require the union to support the enforcement of the safety rules and to refrain from taking 
disciplinary action against employees who in good faith comply with their employer's rules 
including reporting safety violations.  This will enable the employer to take further action 
under the collective bargaining agreement to protect its employees who follow the rules.  In 
addition, employers may wish to refer employees who fear internal union discipline to the 
National Right to Work Foundation to learn what other legal rights they may possess. 

 . 
Nancy A. Noall  is a Partner with Weston Hurd LLP and Chair of the firm's Labor Practice 
Group. She concentrates her practice  in the areas of  labor and employment  law and has 
successfully defended clients  in such  industries as computer software, contract research 
and  development,  communications  and  manufacturing. She  has  arbitrated  grievances 
under union contracts in Arkansas, Kentucky, Indiana, New Jersey and Ohio. 
Nancy can be reached at 216.687.3368 or NNoall@westonhurd.com 
   

As a reminder this material is being provided to draw your attention to the issues discussed. 
Although prepared by professionals, it should not be utilized as a substitute for legal advice and 

representation in specific situations. 
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